Moving organizational
energy use toward 100
percent renewables—
aspiration or destination?

Deloitte’s corporate sustainability reporting services can help businesses drive value through
nonfinancial key performance indicators (KPIs). Our services include sustainability;
environmental, social, and governance (ESG); and performance measurement, reporting and
disclosure, and assurance.. In addition, Deloitte has broad experience in working across the
power and utilities value chain and renewable energy sector, helping clients anticipate the
changing landscape and take advantage of emerging opportunities. Reach out to any of the
contacts listed in this article or read more about Deloitte’s corporate sustainability
reporting services, power and utility industry services, and renewable energy industry services.
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Introduction

T

HE CLEAN ENERGY movement is alive and

cities have also committed to achieve 100 percent

well in the United States. While the country

renewable energy by specific target dates—and a

lacks a national policy to address climate

handful have already succeeded.4 State and

change, a growing list of states, cities, and public

municipal goals often reflect efforts to align with

and private sector organizations is setting

the 2016 Paris Climate Agreement goal of limiting

increasingly ambitious goals to transition to

global temperature increases to 1.5 degrees Celsius

renewable energy.1 We Are Still In. We Mean

(2.7 degrees Fahrenheit).5

Business. Mayors for 100 Percent Clean Energy.
These and other US-based groups devoted to the

And finally, as one of the sturdiest engines driving

transition are growing. Almost every week, another

renewable energy growth in the United States and

company or organization announces its goal to

globally, US corporations have signed power

reach 100 percent renewable energy.

purchase agreements (PPAs) for 5.9 gigawatts
(GW) of renewable energy in the first half of 2019,

Even though most organizations are not targeting

up from 4.4 GW for the same period in 2018.6 The

100 percent, a rising share aims to increase the

2018 US total was 9.1 GW, rising from just 0.6 GW

percentage of renewables in their energy mix to

in 2015.7

25 percent, 50 percent, or more over time. Others
have set goals to reduce carbon emissions, making

All of this comes against a backdrop of rapidly

renewable deployment a vital prong in their

falling costs for wind, solar, and the battery

strategies too.

technology to store it, as well as societal shifts in
the arena of public opinion, market, financial, and

As of mid-2019, about a dozen states have

regulatory forces. Consumers, employees, citizen

renewable portfolio standards of 50 percent or

activists, government and intergovernmental

more.2 This includes 100 percent renewable goals

organizations, as well as investors and financial

in Hawaii and Maine, as well as the District of

regulators, are increasingly shining a spotlight on

Columbia and the territory of Puerto Rico. A few

energy sourcing (see sidebar, “Stakeholder

more states have 100 percent “clean energy” goals,

expectations are pressuring organizations to act”).

which include renewables and other carbon-free

As economic incentives and external pressures

energy sources. Not to be outdone, over 100 US

mount for organizations to decarbonize their

3
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energy supply, the transition to renewable energy

DELOITTE 100 PERCENT RENEWABLE
TRANSITION SURVEY

gains steam.

To understand the renewable energy goals
and procurement strategies of organizations
across multiple industries in the private and
public sectors, Deloitte fielded a survey of
308 executives across the United States in
August 2019.

In the Deloitte Resources 2019 Study, about half of
the companies surveyed sought to add more
renewable energy to their mix.8 This report focuses
on a new study, the Deloitte 100 Percent
Renewable Transition Survey, which shines the
light more closely on US organizations’ paths in the

The survey captured insights from
respondents in eight industry groups:
Industrials, Manufacturing, Health care/
medical, Banking and financial services,
Technology and Telecommunications,
Consumer Products and Services, Education
and Government, and Other Services. See
the appendix for a detailed breakdown of the
industries within each of these groups.

transition to renewable energy. The commercial,
industrial, and transportation sectors account for
nearly 80 percent of US energy consumption.9 This
study explores what the journey looks like for a
broad cross-section of organizations in these
sectors and examines the differences across
industry groups, starting with their goals and
drivers. It analyzes the strategic focus across
industries and discusses the challenges

• All organizations surveyed had annual
revenue of more than US$ 1 million, 55
percent had revenue exceeding US$ 100
million and 20 percent had revenue more
than US$ 1 billion.

organizations face in renewable procurement and
in expanding electrification of energy end uses.
And finally, it examines the role electric utilities
can play to help organizations meet their goals and
discusses some of the wider enabling factors in the

• Respondents were C-suite executives
(52 percent), executives (23 percent),
managers (20 percent), and others
(5 percent).

developing ecosystem. We surveyed organizations
in a variety of industries in both the private and
public sectors across the United States (see sidebar,
“Deloitte 100 Percent Renewable Transition
Survey”).
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Setting goals is the first step in
the renewable transition

T

HE MOST COMMON goals among the

(figure 1). The third-place goal, after building this

organizations surveyed are those often seen

foundation, is to increase renewables’ share in

as the first steps in the renewable energy

their energy use. Almost 45 percent said their

transition: to reduce overall energy use and boost

organization is committed to sourcing a specific

energy efficiency. Nearly half of the respondents

percentage of their electricity from renewable

said they are working toward each of these goals

resources by a target year. Targets varied

FIGURE 1

Top goals are to reduce energy use and boost renewable share
To reduce overall energy use

51.3%
To increase energy eﬃciency

49.7%
To source a speciﬁc percentage of the electricity it consumes from renewable sources by a target year

44.8%
To reduce carbon footprint

28.2%
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions

25.3%
To source a speciﬁc percentage of the electricity it consumes from “clean” sources by a target year

24.0%
To produce or generate a speciﬁc percentage or amount of renewable energy by a target year

23.4%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Totals exceed 100 percent because respondents were asked to select all that apply (except goals to source “renewable” and “clean” energy were mutually exclusive, since “clean” includes “renewables”).
Source: Deloitte 100 Percent Renewable Transition Survey, August 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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significantly by amount and target year, and six

energy standard to their existing renewable

respondents (2 percent) said their organizations

portfolio standards (RPS).10

are aiming for 100 percent renewables.
A growing number of electric utilities are also
One technology and telecommunications

committing to significant carbon reduction and

industry respondent reported having already

renewable energy use. At least 10 utilities have

achieved the 100 percent goal in 2015, while the

announced 100 percent decarbonization goals11 and

most distant target year for a 100 percent goal was

many others have set goals to reduce carbon

2050, in the banking and financial services

emissions by as much as 80 percent below 2005

industry. Respondents from the consumer

levels by 2050.12

products and services, manufacturing, and
health care/medical groups had the highest

It is also noteworthy that nearly a quarter of the

concentrations of renewable goals targeted for the

survey respondents have a goal to produce, or

period 2020–25, while technology and

generate, a specific percentage or amount of

telecommunications industry goals extend

renewable energy by a target year. This production

through 2045, but are concentrated before 2030.

goal (as opposed to a consumption goal) is an

Banking and financial services respondents’

option for companies that invest in onsite or offsite

target years were the most evenly spread between

renewable generation projects and may produce

2020 to 2050.

renewable electricity beyond what they consume,

Rounding out the top five goals are the

customers.13 This was most common in the

commitment to reduce their organization’s carbon

education and government, consumer

footprint (28.2 percent) and to cut overall

products and services, and other services

greenhouse gas emissions (25.3 percent). To

respondent groups.

with the excess being fed into the grid for other

achieve these types of goals, even those who did
not report specific goals for renewable electricity

Of all groups, respondents in the health care/

will still likely need to increase renewable

medical industry most often reported goals to

procurement. In fact, of those who did not report a

source a specific percentage of their electricity from

renewable target, nearly 60 percent said their other

renewables, at nearly 61 percent. This may be due

energy-related goals could cause them to boost

to multiple priorities in the health care sector (see

renewable energy use.

sidebar, “Health care sector applies ‘First, do no
harm’ oath to energy use”).14

In addition to those seeking to increase renewable
energy, nearly a quarter of respondents reported a

In fact, many organizations are starting to go

goal to source a specific percentage of “clean”

beyond boosting renewables in their electricity

energy by a target year. Clean energy most often

supply to electrifying other energy end uses—and

means that carbon-free sources, such as nuclear

using renewables to power those as well, as

energy, are counted in addition to renewables.

discussed further in the section entitled “Strategies

These goals dovetail nicely with several recently

for the transition: Exploring the ‘What’ and the

announced state goals (Washington, Nevada, New

‘How.’”

Mexico, and Colorado) to add a 100 percent clean
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HEALTH CARE SECTOR APPLIES “FIRST, DO NO HARM” OATH TO ENERGY USE
Health care is an energy-intensive industry—and one challenged by a relatively large carbon footprint,
rising costs, and a growing imperative for resiliency. Many organizations seek to address these challenges
by pursuing goals that often include sourcing more renewables:
• Reducing carbon emissions: Contributing about 10 percent of US carbon emissions and 9 percent
of non-greenhouse gas air pollutants means the health care sector may also be contributing to the
adverse health impacts of climate change and air pollution.15 Many health care organizations see this
as inconsistent with their overall mission to promote health, and to medical students’ oath to “First, do
no harm.” As a result, many are pursuing broad sustainability agendas, including goals to source more
renewable energy.
• Managing costs: One of the most significant challenges facing the health care sector is the rising cost
of care, and rising energy costs are part of the equation.16 Promoting energy efficiency and deploying
renewables that are not only cleaner, but usually cheaper, than conventional sources can help control
these costs, increase price transparency, and reduce risk.
• Pursuing resiliency: Many health care facilities need uninterrupted power 24/7/365. Scenes of urgent
evacuations during severe weather events in recent years have driven home the high stakes involved.
Many states and cities are working with critical facilities such as hospitals to deploy microgrids that will
ensure power supply during emergencies. And some health care organizations, such as RE100 member
Kaiser Permanente, are considering solar-plus-storage as one of the potential backup solutions for
medical buildings.17
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Sustainability integrates
renewable energy drivers

T

HE CONCEPT OF sustainability typically

Energy customers have long appreciated

integrates all of the renewable energy drivers

renewables’ carbon-free attributes. But it’s only

reflected in figure 2. Sourcing renewable

recently that wind and solar costs have dropped far

energy can promote sustainability by driving long-

enough to drive energy savings. Right behind cost,

term value through:

respondents signaled the desire to reduce
environmental impact and carbon footprint.

• Cost reduction: Solar and wind are
increasingly becoming the lowest cost energy
sources, and the cost of battery storage to help
manage their intermittency has fallen 85
percent since 2010.18
• Risk mitigation: Renewables can reduce
energy supply risk, price risk, and potential
reputational risk due to societal shifts (see
sidebar, “Stakeholder expectations are
pressuring organizations to act”). They can also
reduce policy and regulatory risks from
potential future policies, such as a carbon tax
and market transition toward a low-carbon
economy. And finally, there’s increasing
pressure to disclose and address climate-related
financial risk, particularly as credit rating
agencies prepare to assess it.19
• Revenue generation: Organizations can
potentially earn revenue from selling excess
renewable energy generated or renewable
energy certificates (RECs). In some cases, they
can also accrue tax credits or earn rebates for
investment in renewable energy, energy
efficiency, EVs, and EV charging infrastructure.
Survey respondents selected “cost-cutting” as the
top driver of their interest in renewable energy.

7
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FIGURE 2

Top drivers address cost, risks, and societal shifts
Cost-cutting

36.4%
Sustainability/reduce environmental impact/reduce carbon footprint

35.4%
Energy supply diversity

29.5%
Price certainty

27.6%
Regulatory mandate

20.1%
Customer preference

19.5%
Resilience in case of outages or natural disasters

17.5%
Supply chain requirements

14.3%
Investor/shareholder sentiment

13.6%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

The next three drivers in figure 2 reflect efforts to

The specific drivers that individual industry groups

manage risks: by diversifying supply, locking in

emphasize may reflect the unique characteristics

prices, and complying with regulatory mandates.

and priorities of those groups. For example, the

Following that is customer preference, and at the

industries that most often chose cost-cutting as the

bottom, investor sentiment. These drivers are part

top driver were consumer products and services

of the evolving stakeholder expectations that are

and education and government. This may stem

causing societal shifts and driving organizations to

from the highly competitive nature of the

act (see sidebar, “Stakeholder expectations are

consumer products and services industry and

pressuring organizations to act”). In response,

generally limited budgets in education and

many organizations are developing new

government. Respondents in the technology and

environmental, social, and governance (ESG)

telecommunications industry group were least

strategies, including sourcing cleaner energy.

likely to choose cost-cutting. While 26 percent of
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that group did select cost-cutting, two drivers that

sector is well-known due to their energy-gulping,

were even more important to them were energy

24/7, critical data centers. In addition, many

supply diversity and reducing their environmental

technology companies have wrapped

impact. The importance of supply diversity in this

environmental commitment into their branding.

STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS ARE PRESSURING ORGANIZATIONS TO ACT
Public citizens

Financial regulators

More than six in ten Americans (62%) say they
are at least “somewhat worried” about global
warming. About one in ﬁve Americans (21%)
are “very worried.”h

Regulators are calling for greater disclosure
and increasingly formalizing expectations that
investors consider climate-related risks as
material and requiring action.a

Intergovernmental organizations

Organizations are calling on businesses
to strengthen commitment to climate
action by increasing attention to
reducing emissions.g

Investors

Organizations

Employees

Investors are increasingly demanding
greater accountability from boards,
and that they have access to
knowledge about climate change.b

Consumers

Employees are pushing employers to
be more aggressive in attempts to
combat climate change. Sixty-four
percent of people won’t take a job if a
company doesn’t have strong
corporate social responsibility values.f

Forty-two percent of millennials said
they have begun or deepened a
business relationship because they
perceive a company’s products or
services to have a positive impact on
society and/or the environment.c

Government

Non-governmental organizations

State and municipal governments are increasingly
announcing clean energy and carbon emission
reduction goals, such as California’s 100 percent Clean
Energy Act of 2018.e

NGOs are using the law to challenge governments and businesses to respond to the risk of
climate change.d

Sources:
a) Deloitte Financial Services UK, “Climate-related ﬁnancial risks: The next regulatory frontier,” October 30, 2018.
b) Climate Action 100+, “Global investors driving business transition,” accessed September 2019.
c) Deloitte, The Deloitte Global Millennial Survey 2019, accessed September 2019
d) Fred Pearce, “Can citizens’ lawsuits force governments to act on climate change?,” Yale Environment 360, Yale
School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, November 1, 2018.
e) Senate Bill No. 100, California Renewables Portfolio Standard Program: Emissions of greenhouse gases, California
Legislative Information, September 10, 2018.
f) Adele Peters, “Most millennials would take a pay cut to work at a environmentally responsible company,” Fast
Company, February 2, 2019.
g) UNFCCC, “UNFCCC secretariat welcomes IPCC’s global warming of 1.5°C report,” 2018.
h) Anthony Leiserowitz et al., Climate change in the American mind: March 2018, Yale Program on Climate Change
Communication, April 17, 2018.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Strategies for the transition:
Exploring the “What” and the
“How”

W

HILE THERE IS no fixed recipe for the

Transition Framework maps respondent industry

journey toward 100 percent renewables,

groups based on their strategic choices along two

energy consumers typically follow a

axes: the x-axis, which represents what they are

three-step approach:

doing (the “What”), and the y-axis, which

1. Reduce electricity demand through energy

Details on industry groups are in the appendix.

represents how they are doing it (the “How”).
conservation and efficiency initiatives.
The following discussion will explore the “What”
2. Boost the percentage of renewable energy in

and “How” strategies organizations are pursuing in

their electricity supply, with some aiming for up

the renewable energy transition, including survey

to 100 percent.

results, notable examples from industry groups,
and broad emerging themes.

3. Convert energy end uses that are not currently
electrified, and often run on higher carbon fuels,

We’ll start with the “How,” since this is where most

to electricity—and then source renewables for

organizations focus first—on how they can boost

that electricity. These end uses generally span

renewables’ share in their electricity mix. It’s often

three categories: transportation fleets, heating

at a later stage that organizations shift focus to the

and cooling systems, and industrial processes.

“What,” as they seek to electrify more of their
energy end uses, such as space and water heating,

As organizations boost procurement and

transportation, and industrial processes, and

investment in renewable energy, the strategies they

power them with renewables too.

adopt depend on their holistic approach to the
overall transition and the path they choose. This is

Exploring the “How”

reflected in their renewable energy goals as well as
the sourcing models they choose to procure
renewables, essentially the “What” and the “How.”

Although there is no one-size-fits-all transaction to

Deloitte developed a Renewable Transition

groups, each organization treads the renewable

Framework to classify some of the strategies

energy path that most suits it. In fact, multiple

across industry groups based on insights from the

pathways are available to procure renewable

Deloitte 100 Percent Renewable Transition Survey

energy—from unbundled RECs to outright

and secondary research (figure 3). The Renewable

ownership of renewable energy projects.

meet the varying energy needs of different industry
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FIGURE 3

Deloitte 100 Percent Renewable Transition Framework
The “What” illustrates the organizations’
degree of renewable integration across energy
end uses and their plans to further electrify
these end uses.
Transforming multiple end uses from fossil
fuels to electric power and incorporating
renewables will be critical to the renewable
transition path. Adding more ﬂexible resources
to the grid, such as electric hot water heaters,
can also help smooth ﬂuctuations from
intermittent renewables. Industry groups that
have a higher renewable share in their end
uses and with goals to electrify additional end
uses and power them with renewables are
located further to the right on the x-axis.

Education and government

The “How” illustrates the sourcing tactics
organizations are using to increase
renewables’ share in their energy mix.
Although each organization uses multiple
methods of procuring renewable energy,
sourcing that contributes to additional
investment and promotes development of new
renewable capacity is the most valuable in this
model, as this is crucial to the renewable
transition path.
Therefore, industry groups that have a
higher share of direct procurement methods,
or ownership, are located closer to the top of
the y-axis.

Banking and ﬁnancial services

Technology and telecommunications

Heath care/medical

Consumer products and services
Manufacturing

Industrials

Other services

Answering the "How"
Sourcing tactics for renewable energy transition

Direct
procurement

Indirect
procurement
Low

Answering the "What"
Degree of renewable energy transition

High

Note: Circle size denotes the percentage of operational spend in the current year on energy; the larger the circle,
the higher the operational spend on energy.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Organizations’ sourcing tactics have evolved and

RECs to reduce their carbon footprints. However,

now often tend to be a mix of the different

since this does not necessarily support additional

options available.

project development, organizations are
increasingly seeking “additionality” in their

Over the last decade, it’s been common for

investments. As a result, in recent years, many

organizations to purchase and sell unbundled

industry groups have been exploring new
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purchasing options—from utility green tariffs to

2019, Gap Inc. signed a 90 MW VPPA with Enel

more direct instruments such as power purchase

Green Power North America, making it one of the

agreements (PPAs), and renewable energy project

largest agreements by an apparel retailer.25

ownership.

renewable procurement, and one of the furthest

Although late to the game, utility offerings,
such as green power products and green
tariffs, have expanded the renewable
purchase pool

advanced on this journey. Respondents in this

Many utilities offer green power products26 and

group said about 71 percent of their renewable

green tariffs27 that allow small and large

electricity purchases are through active sourcing,

organizations to increase their investment in

including onsite renewable resources, increasingly

renewable energy. For large organizations located

with battery storage. Google, for example, has

in regulated states, green tariffs are innovative

The technology and telecommunications
group is among the most active industry sectors in

matched 100 percent of its global energy

instruments that have expanded opportunities for

consumption with renewable energy purchases for

them to buy renewable energy through regulated

two consecutive years (2017–18).20 While they’ve

utilities. Twenty-three green tariffs in 17 states

bought renewables mainly through PPAs, they

have been proposed or approved, with two denied

have also worked with utilities in four states on

by the states’ public utilities commissions (PUCs).28

programs to purchase renewable power. Such

In the first half of 2019, about 1 GW (out of 5.95

programs pave the way for other organizations to

GW) of renewable deals in the United States were

procure renewables as well.21

transacted through green tariffs with regulated
utilities (figure 4).29

Three developing themes in the set of “How”
strategies are:

Some large technology companies are procuring
renewable power through green tariffs by working

Direct procurement of renewable energy is
an increasingly popular choice for most
industry groups

with their utilities and regulators in regulated

Organizations are moving from indirect forms of

previously negotiated green tariffs to support its

procurement, such as unbundled RECs, to direct

data center in Prineville, Oregon with 100 percent

procurement, such as self-generation and PPAs,

new solar energy.30

states. For example, Facebook recently worked
with Pacific Power to use one of the utility’s

which directly enable the financing of a new
renewable electricity asset.22 In our survey,

Overall, while about 22 percent of survey

57 percent of respondents reported ownership of

respondents chose green power programs as one of

renewables and 80 percent chose PPAs (physical

the key renewable procurement practices, the
technology and telecommunications group

and virtual) as their key procurement strategies.

was one of the more frequent users of this tactic, at
Innovative contracting structures have enabled

nearly 27 percent.

organizations to procure renewable energy from

preferred instruments for buying offsite

Community renewable energy options are
expanding renewable procurement for
new players

renewables for most industry groups. In the first

Driven by state policy, community renewable

half of 2019, VPPAs accounted for 82 percent of all

projects (also called shared renewable energy

US deals (5.95 GW total deal capacity).24 In August

projects) enable local governments and

offsite solar installations cost-effectively. Virtual
power purchase agreements (VPPAs)23 are the
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FIGURE 4

US green tariﬀ deals
1000
900
800

MW contracted

700
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0%
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2019*

*2019 data through June.
Source: World Resources Institute website, “US Green Tariﬀ Deals”.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

communities to aggregate electricity demand
within their jurisdictions and contract for

In 2017, organic farm cooperative Organic

renewable electricity supply. Nineteen states and

Valley committed to achieve 100 percent

the District of Columbia have policies and

renewable power at its member facilities. It

programs for community energy projects.31

teamed up with UMMEG, a group of 15

While community solar was originally designed for

Renewables to develop 31 MW of community

residential customers, projects are now opening to

solar projects.33 The projects were developed

corporate customers that seek to increase their

and are owned by OneEnergy Renewables,

Midwest communities, and OneEnergy

involvement in green purchases. In March 2019,

which sells the electricity generated to

the Kansas City Board of Public Utilities opened its

UMMEG for a fixed rate and subsequent sale

community solar farm, previously open only to

to Organic Valley member farms.34

residential customers, to commercial utility
customers.32
Organizations can participate in community solar
The community solar tactic offers the potential for

in multiple ways—as a corporate sponsor (enabling

local companies to negotiate large renewable

employees to participate as subscribers), as an

procurement contracts in aggregation with a group

anchor tenant (which is the primary subscriber and

of residential customers and small businesses,

agrees to buy the bulk of the power when higher-

often acting as an “anchor tenant.”

risk members enter and exit), as a site provider for

13
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a community solar project, or as the sole owner of

Of 261 campuses that report their campus fleet

the project. In June 2019, Walmart became an

details to a leading tracking organization,

anchor subscriber to 36 of US Solar’s community

88 percent have at least one electric vehicle (EV)

solar gardens located throughout the state of

and the top 10 schools in terms of EVs have

Minnesota.35

converted over 60 percent of their fleets to
electric.37 In February 2019, Florida State

Only about 11 percent of survey respondents chose

University announced it will decommission its

this as a procurement option, which may be partly

entire fossil fuel-powered fleet and upgrade it to a

because many states have not yet developed

100 percent battery-electric fleet.38

policies for community energy programs. But the
potential is high and this tactic will likely continue

Some campuses are also providing for building

to grow.

energy needs, such as heating and hot water, with
on- and off-campus renewable energy sources, and
some are deploying microgrids.

Exploring the “What”
As organizations progress in their renewable

In September 2018, the University of

energy transition, they may find that to boost the

California announced a new sustainability

renewable share of their overall energy profile, they

goal: to achieve 100 percent clean electricity

will need to electrify additional end uses, such as

across its campuses and medical centers by

space and water heating, transportation, and

2025. No new UC buildings or major

industrial processes—and power them with

renovations after June 2019, except in special

renewables too.

circumstances, will use on-site fossil fuel
combustion, such as natural gas, for space and

Industry groups differ in the degree to which they

water heating.39

use renewable energy in various end uses and their
commitments to electrifying additional end uses.
This sets each on its own path in the renewable

Three developing themes within the set of “What”

energy transition and determines their placement

strategies are:

in the 100 Percent Renewable Transition
Framework (figure 3).

Electrifying corporate fleets likely
represents the biggest opportunity

The education and government group stands

The transportation sector may hold the most

out for the way many organizations have expanded

promise for electrification. It accounted for

their approach from the start. For example, in the

28 percent of US energy use in 2018, yet was less

education sector, many colleges and universities

than 3 percent electrified, and that included all EVs,

signed on early to a 100 percent renewable goal

mass public transit systems, and other uses.40 In

and more than 40 of them have already reached

the United States, the commercial sector has a fleet

that goal.36

size of 613,000 cars and 2,546,000 trucks, and the
government has 1,236,000 cars and 1,898,000

Many are leading by example in their holistic

trucks.41

approach to the renewable energy transition by
tackling other end uses beyond electricity, such as

Organizations globally are supporting

transportation and space and water heating.

transportation electrification through various
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strategies. These include integration into directly

purchase cost compared with internal combustion

owned fleets, increasing EVs in rental service

engine (ICE) vehicles and lack of charging

contracts and sharing platforms, and supporting

infrastructure. Forty-six percent of respondents

EV uptake by staff and customers. The number of

selected these as reasons for not having any

organizations committing to the EV100 coalition, a

transportation electrification plans (figure 5).

global initiative to accelerate the transition to EVs,

Another 54 percent of respondents noted a lack of

has doubled from 26 members in 2017 to 52

funding and incentives such as tax credits and

members in 2019.

rebates.
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According to our survey, 63 percent of surveyed

However, with battery costs plunging, new EV

respondents have transportation fleet

models are approaching price parity with ICE

electrification plans. Key challenges to EV adoption

vehicles. Lower fuel and maintenance costs already

among our survey respondents are their high

make the life cycle cost of ownership lower than

FIGURE 5

Challenges to electrifying transportation ﬂeets
High ﬂeet and infrastructure replacement cost

30.9%
Lack of funding/ﬁnancing

28.4%
Lack of incentives (i.e., tax credits, rebates)

25.9%
Unclear beneﬁts

18.5%
Lack of EV charging infrastructure

14.8%
Lack of expertise/skills

13.6%
Lack of suppliers/available alternatives

13.6%
Lack of appropriate EV models

9.9%
Lack of management buy-in

9.9%
We are using renewable sources such as biofuels instead of electriﬁcation

6.2%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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ICE models in many cases—and even more so at

natural gas.45 This highlights the potential to

scale for large fleets.

convert to electric heat, and power it

43

with renewables.
Combine these increasingly competitive costs with
the rising number of models available, and more

Such intentions are most prevalent in the health

companies will likely begin to see the business case

care/medical group, with 87 percent of

for switching.

respondents reporting plans to electrify space and/
or water heating, while 82 percent of those in the

Space and water heating electrification
typically makes more economic sense for
new buildings than existing infrastructure

technology and telecommunications group
reported such plans.

Space and water heating in buildings is a growing

Short-term electrification opportunities include

target for electrification, as it is the largest energy

converting gas-powered furnaces and water

end use in buildings and it currently contributes

heaters to electric heat pumps and water heaters.46

more than two-thirds of total greenhouse gas

However, nearly 33 percent of respondents

emissions for the building segment. Space

identified the cost of retrofit as a challenge to

heating is dominated by nonelectric fuels, such as

electrifying space heating (figure 6). They also

44

FIGURE 6

Challenges to electrifying space and water heating
Cost of retroﬁt

32.8%
Lack of funding/ﬁnancing

29.3%
Lack of incentives (i.e., tax credits, rebates)

27.6%
Lack of suppliers/available alternatives

19.0%
Unclear beneﬁts

17.2%
Lack of expertise/skills

17.2%
We are using direct renewable sources of heat such as biomass and solar thermal instead of electriﬁcation

12.1%
Lack of management buy-in

12.1%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

9.9%

Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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identified funding and lack of incentives as key

which could be powered by renewables. Some

challenges to conversion.

medium/high-heat processes (<400 degrees
Celsius) are also being electrified with efficient heat

Studies show the cost of space heating system

pumps and resistance heating.

retrofits can be prohibitive, which makes the
switch more feasible in new construction.47 In

But high-heat processes such as those used in the

addition, electric heat pumps are currently more

cement and glass industries are harder to electrify.

appropriate for regions with milder winters since

In these cases, renewable heating technologies can

they become less efficient at subzero

be used effectively in the preliminary heating

temperatures.

process and reduce conventional industrial heating

48

needs. Flat-plate solar collectors using solar
Electric water heaters, however, are less expensive

thermal energy and ground source heat pumps can

to purchase and install than space heating, making

support this preheating requirement.51

the swap less difficult. In addition, electric water
heaters can increasingly participate in utility

However, some emerging electric technologies,

demand response programs, which can create

such as hydrogen-based direct iron reduction for

value for the customer and add flexibility to the

steel production, infrared and ultraviolet heating,

grid.

induction melting, and electric boilers, hold
potential for industrial electrification.52 Any

Interest in electrifying industrial processes
exists, though challenges remain

assessment of the potential of industrial

Many industrial end users seek to electrify

addresses.53

electrification must be specific to the application it

industrial processes and power them with
renewables, or power them directly with renewable

In addition, remote industrial sites that require

sources.

shipping in large volumes of fuel may be good
candidates for conversion to solar or wind power.

Industrial processes use energy for several

Some mines, for example, are deploying renewable

purposes, including process heating, conventional

energy. Rio Tinto’s Diavik Diamond Mine in

boiler use, and combined heat and power

Canada’s Northwest Territories has been operating

systems. Among these, process heating makes up

a 9.2 MW wind-diesel hybrid facility to generate

approximately 75 percent of energy use and more

power and reduce carbon emissions since 2012.54

than half of it is at low-to-medium-high
temperatures. However, only 5 percent of process
heating is electrified.

According to our survey, high replacement costs for
many industrial processes are also hindering

49

electrification plans, with about 46 percent of
Approximately 45 percent of industrial heating

respondents citing that as a challenge (figure 7).

demand is for low-heat processes, typically below

Other key reasons include the lack of management

200 degrees Celsius.50 These processes used in

buy-in, equipment suppliers, and internal

industries such as paper, pulp, and food and

expertise.

beverage could be well suited for electrification,
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FIGURE 7

Challenges to electrifying industrial processes
Cost of replacement

45.6%
Unclear beneﬁts

25.3%
Lack of funding/ﬁnancing

24.1%
Lack of suppliers/available alternatives

22.8%
Lack of ﬁnancial incentives

21.5%
Lack of management buy-in

15.2%
Diﬃculty in modifying business processes and workﬂows to adapt to these changes

13.9%
Lack of expertise/skills

11.4%
We are using renewable sources such as biomass, biogas, and solar thermal for some processes instead of electriﬁcation

7.6%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Addressing key challenges
could advance the transition

O

RGANIZATIONS SURVEYED RATED the

experience, knowledge, and skills to purchase and

key obstacles to both boosting their

manage these resources. These issues relate back

renewable energy use and further

to their challenges in attracting skilled talent that

electrifying end uses. The top challenges that

could help them make decisions to access available

emerge are renewable resource availability and

renewable resources. An overall strategy

access, the cost of EVs, difficulty attracting talent

framework backed with funding would also be

with the right skills, and the intermittent nature of

required, and some respondents noted that was

wind and solar (figure 8). Access and cost are

lacking as well.

becoming less challenging as costs continue to fall
for renewables and EVs, new renewable

Electric utilities have the opportunity to play a

procurement avenues open, and more EV models

significant role in helping organizations address

are launched.

some of these challenges and navigate the
renewable energy transition to meet their goals.

Respondents also noted the complexity of
renewable procurement and their lack of
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FIGURE 8

Key challenges to the renewable energy transition
Lack of available renewable energy resources

16.9%
Electric vehicles (EV) too costly

16.2%
Diﬃculty in attracting, training, and retaining the talent with the right skills

15.6%
Intermittent renewable sources such as wind and solar require backup power

15.6%
Complexity of energy markets to procure renewables

14.9%
Lack of experience/knowledge about energy sources and markets

14.9%
We have little control over energy sources for many of our locations (i.e., leased facilities, franchises, etc.)

14.6%
Some processes cannot be electriﬁed

14.6%
Complexity of power purchase agreement contracts

14%
Lack of overall strategy and governance framework

14%
Insuﬃcient funding or ﬁnancing for projects

13.6%
Renewable energy sources are too diﬃcult/complicated to access

13.3%
Lack of shareholder/investor interest

12%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Utilities can be key
enablers in the 100 percent
renewable transition

renewable or clean energy goals (figure 9). In fact,

Survey respondents rated “coordination with our

energy goals.

the progress they’ve made in advancing their
utilities can directly influence the pace and scale at
which these organizations can reach their

electric utility” as the primary external enabler of

20
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FIGURE 9

Internal and external enablers for organizations in the 100 percent renewable
energy transition
External enablers
Coordination with our electric utility

Internal enablers
CEO/leadership commitment

17.5%

29.9%
Coordination with renewable developer(s)

Clear metrics to track and report progress

13.0%

24.7%
Coordination with our suppliers

Alignment with executive goals and compensation

10.7%

18.2%

Using a third-party energy service provider

Alignment with staﬀ goals and compensation

8.1%

16.6%

Coordination with our clients

Internal incentives (i.e., bonuses, awards)

7.8%
Increasing quantity and variety of renewable resources and
options available

16.6%
Workforce skills and expertise

6.8%

15.3%

Don’t know/not applicable

Board commitment and review

14.3%

4.5%
Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Noting their customers’ growing demand for

Utilities are already playing multiple roles to

renewable electricity, utilities are increasingly

enable the transition to 100 percent renewable

boosting the role of renewables in their long-term

energy. And there are additional roles they can play

resource plans. Many also see electrification of

in the future (figure 10).

additional end uses as a significant opportunity
and have begun promoting the transition,
particularly in the transportation sector.
FIGURE 10

Current and potential future roles for utilities in the 100 percent renewable transition
Current roles
Future roles
Resource provider

Description

Utility examples

US utilities are responding to increased • In December 2018, Xcel Energy became the
clean energy demand by boosting
first to commit to go completely carbon-free
renewable electricity supply to help
by 2050.56
meet customer requirements.
• Consumers Energy committed to cut carbon
At least 10 electric utilities have 100
emissions by 80 percent and stop using coal,
percent decarbonization goals, with
as well as produce 40 percent of its power
renewables as their key strategy to
from renewable sources by 2040.57 Other
achieve it.55
utilities continue to announce similar goals.58
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FIGURE 10 continued
Current roles
Future roles

Description

Utility examples

Influencer

Electric utilities play a key role in
advocating renewable energy policies
across buildings, transportation, and
other end-use sectors.

The federal tax credit of US$7,500 on EV
purchases is capped and scheduled for phaseout
after the first 200,000 EVs per OEM.59
In March 2018, 36 utilities, including California’s
Pacific Gas & Electric, New York’s Consolidated
Edison, Duke Energy Company, and others
covering almost every state, sent a letter to
Congressional leadership requesting the vehicle
cap for federal EV tax credits be removed.

Ally

Electric utilities partner with multiple
organizations in the renewable energy
ecosystem to educate, integrate, and
act on extending the renewable energy
transition.

Portland General Electric collaborated with Uber
to educate their drivers about the benefits of
EVs and is planning and enabling new charging
infrastructure to ensure that more of the miles
driven are electric.60

Mediator

Utilities act as an intermediary in
handling the transfer of renewable
energy and money to and from the
renewable developer on behalf of the
organization.

Utilities are intermediaries in “sleeved PPAs”:
The utility takes the energy directly from the
renewable energy project and delivers it to the
corporate buyer at its point of intake, for a fee.

Performance enabler

Electric utilities help improve the
• The Colorado Public Utility Commission is
economics of renewable energy
considering unique tariffs for corporate fleets
projects for organizations by helping
and workplace and commercial EV charging
them create value from these
infrastructure.61
investments.
• The Tennessee Valley Authority provides a
Many utilities have modified retail rate
US$ 2,000 incentive per forklift for customers
designs to include time-of-use rates
to replace ICE-powered forklifts with electric
that help remove disincentives for
models.62
electrification.
In the future, utilities could expand the
range of community energy programs
for organizations by boosting
corporate eligibility, increasing
subscription sizes, and building larger
projects.

Value-add enabler

Utilities can enable the provision of
new services from behind-the-meter
electric devices.
Grid-connected water heaters and
EVs can be controlled to increase or
decrease load in real time to provide
balancing services. These balancing
services could become increasingly
valuable in markets with large-scale
adoption of renewable generation.

Integrator

The electric utility coordinates and
controls distributed energy resources
owned by customers, third parties, or
the utility itself to maintain reliability.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Great River Energy has created a network of
thousands of electric water heaters that it can
charge at night—using cheap wind power—and
then aggregate during the day to shape and
shave loads.63
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Broader ecosystem factors
also play a role in the 100
percent renewable transition

Technological advances in many areas would also
help expedite the 100 percent renewable transition.
And the technology with the most impact would
likely be long-duration battery storage. The

While electric utilities can play a direct role in

maximum battery storage duration is typically four

enabling organizations to transition to 100 percent

to six hours. But research into long-duration

renewables, factors in the broader ecosystem must

energy storage technologies aims to provide

also evolve to accelerate the transition. Policy

electricity for 10 to approximately 100 hours

initiatives and technological advances are two of

reliably and affordably.65 This would enable

the most important factors respondents said would

intermittent wind and solar resources to act more

help them reach renewable energy goals (figure 11).

like baseload power sources such as natural gas.

Beyond that, expanding access to renewable

The United States deployed 311 MW of energy

resources was cited as critical, whether it’s through

storage in 2018, which is expected to double in

new transmission lines connecting wind and solar

2019. The current market size of roughly US$1

plants to electricity demand centers, or new

billion is projected to reach almost US$ 5 billion by

financing and market structures to ease

2025.66 Other technologies ripe for advances are

procurement.

those that could enable economic electrification

In the policy realm, a coordinated national US

as in industry, aviation, shipping, heating, and

energy policy putting a price on carbon would be

agriculture.67

beyond the power and transportation sectors, such

one of the strongest enablers for the 100 percent
renewable movement. Extending existing

The next five ecosystem factors respondents said

renewable and EV-friendly federal policies such as

could ease their renewable transition journeys are

tax credits for wind, solar, energy efficiency

related: greater availability or access to renewable

upgrades, EVs, and EV infrastructure could also

resources (33.4 percent), finance and funding

help, as could expanding tax credits for energy

(31.2 percent), simpler market structures (25.6),

storage technologies. However, a carbon tax is

third-party expertise (26.9 percent), and a

unlikely to be enacted in the current political

workforce with required skills (15.3 percent). For

climate, and the fate of the other proposals is

those who seek greater access to renewable energy,

currently unclear.

the new and expanding procurement methods
discussed previously, such as aggregated PPAs,

So, for now, the 100 percent renewable movement

green tariffs, and community energy, may begin to

may continue to depend heavily on state initiatives,

open options, as would some of the following

such as increased renewable portfolio standards

developments.

(RPS), the zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) program,
regional carbon cap and trade programs, and

On the financing front, capital expenditures for

potential carbon pricing schemes in wholesale

renewables, EVs, building retrofits, and other

markets such as New York’s Independent System

options can be prohibitive, even though life cycle

Operator (NYISO).64 In addition, the movement

costs may be much lower than conventional

depends on cities with ambitious renewable energy

alternatives due largely to lower fuel costs. That’s

and decarbonization goals continuing to

why the solar and energy efficiency industries

collaborate with corporations, states, citizens,

developed financing models based on future energy

utilities, and other stakeholders on policies and

savings. Expanding this concept to cover additional

programs to reach their goals.

transition-related services, enabling further
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FIGURE 11

Ecosystem factors could ease organizations’ renewable transition
Policy or regulatory changes

36.7%
Technological advances

34.1%

33.4%

Ecosystem
elements

More renewable resource availability

31.2%

26.9%

25.6%

Availability of new or additional
ﬁnancing sources or structures

More third-party energy service
providers to help us meet our goals since
we do not have expertise in this area

Simpler contracts/markets

15.3%
Workforce with required skills
Note: Respondents selected all that apply so totals may exceed 100 percent.
Source: Deloitte Renewable Energy Transition Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

customer aggregation and scale, and bundling

markets and access to third-party expertise or a

services at a fixed subscription price could begin to

skilled workforce to help with energy decisions.

address some of these issues. Wrapping such

This could be an opportunity for utilities and other

services into energy-as-a-service packages could

experienced players to step in.

also address respondents’ desire for simpler
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Conclusion

T

HE RENEWABLE ENERGY transition has

putting renewables squarely on a growth trajectory.

taken root and is poised to accelerate in the

And 2 percent are targeting 100 percent

United States. Key drivers are strengthening

renewables. For many organizations, 100 percent

and goals are becoming more ambitious. But

renewables will remain an aspiration until more

today’s goals are just the tip of the iceberg. The

wind and solar energy is available and easier to

commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors

access and store.

make up almost 80 percent of US electricity
demand.68 And most organizations need access to

More than 200 companies had joined the global

more renewable resources before they can

RE100 by the end of September 2019.69 These

realistically target 100 percent renewables. Many

companies have committed to match 100 percent

also need more economical ways to electrify

of their global electricity use with electricity

additional end uses, such as industrial processes.

produced from renewable sources by no later than
2050.70 Based on the group’s targets,

The top two drivers of the renewable transition

BloombergNEF says they’ll face a collective

based on our survey are cost-cutting and reducing

shortfall of 189 TWh of renewable electricity in

environmental impact/carbon footprint. Cost-

2030. This would catalyze an additional 94 GW of

cutting opportunities are expected to continue to

global renewables build if the companies meet the

rise as wind and solar prices fall. And reducing

shortfall through solar and wind PPAs, leading to

environmental impact will likely remain a priority

US$97 billion of new investment, BloombergNEF

as stakeholder pressure expands. Customers,

projects.71

employees, citizen activists, and the general public
have sounded the call for some time. More recently,

These challenges create opportunities for electric

capital markets are joining in. Sharpening focus on

utilities, which can play multiple roles to ease the

carbon intensity and its inherent risks—from

transition for organizations by using their expertise,

investors, regulators, insurers, and, most recently,

data, reputation, and access to low-cost capital.

credit rating agencies—is adding urgency for many

Actors in the wider ecosystem can also play a role.

businesses.

Those with the resources and expertise can bundle
and scale energy services to help organizations

Well over half of our survey respondents have

across many industries. By doing so, they can ease

concrete goals to boost the renewable

the transition and help organizations turn

(44.8 percent) or “clean” (24 percent) energy share

100 percent renewables from an aspiration to a

of their electricity use—and a quarter aim to reduce

destination.

carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions,
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Appendix
Industry group definitions
The survey population is split into the following industry groups, with each composed of related
industries*:

Education and government

• Education (colleges, universities, K-12)
• Government (federal/state or territory/local, municipal or county)

Banking and financial services

•
•
•
•
•

Banks
Stock brokerages
Credit unions
Insurance companies
Investment funds

Technology and
telecommunications

•
•
•
•

Technology products (e.g., computer hardware, routers, servers)
Computer hardware/software/services
Others (IT, technology, etc.)
Telecommunications

Health care/medical

• Hospitals
• Nursing homes
• Medical centers

Industrials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation
Automotive
Aerospace/defense
Construction
Industrial products
Metals and mining
Chemicals and specialty materials
Process industries
Oil & gas

Manufacturing

•
•
•
•

Textiles and apparel
Electronic and electrical equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Other manufactured products

Consumer goods and services

•
•
•
•

Food and beverage/restaurants
Travel/hospitality
Consumer products
Retail

Other services

•
•
•
•

Business services
Real estate
Architecture
Advertising/marketing

*Lists of included industries are not exhaustive.
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